Zoo Sleuth
Reveal animal facts by solving puzzles with rhymes and
numbers.

Description: Discover animal facts by using math, rhymes and your awesomely clever brain.
Location at the Zoo: Throughout the Zoo.
Materials: Pencil
Activity: Read the clues below to solve each puzzle.
1. WHO AM I? Large ears flapping while I play in the sand, I have a special something I use like a hand. If a
car crossed my path, I would definitely leave a dent. The largest land mammal in the world, I am an
__________________________.
MY SECRET: “My favorite food is ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
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Solve the secret using the number order of the alphabet. A-Z = 1-26. For example, A =1, B =2, and so on.

2. WHO AM I? I have huge feet that help me walk in sand, I travel long distances when trekking across land. I
have two humps on my back; I’m a silly looking mammal. Come visit me in Asia, I’m the _______________
______________________.
MY SECRET: “I can go for

months without drinking one sip of water and can
Answer A

slurp up to

Answer B

gallons of water at one time!”

Solve the secret by completing the math problems below. Read the animal’s
exhibit sign to see if your answers are correct.
a. Add 3 to 8. Subtract 5. Multiply by 2. Add 3. Divide by 5. Subtract 2.
Multiply by 10. Answer A = ____________________
b. Multiply 4 by 7. Subtract 8. Divide by 5. Add 6. Multiply by 3.
Subtract 5. Multiply by 1. Add 5. Answer B = _________________
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3. WHO AM I? From South America, I am quite large and furry, climbing trees and branches, never in much
of a hurry. With my silly shaped pattern on my face of light hair, I don’t really wear glasses but I am called
a ___________________________

_____________________.

MY SECRET: “I’m the most ___________________ of the ______________________.”
Solve this secret by reading the animal’s exhibit sign. Record your answers then draw on the map where in
South America this animal is found.

Map of South America

In full sentences, describe this animal’s role in its
ecosystem.

Key:

4. WHO AM I? In Cincinnati, I’m famous for a special reason. Basketball, baseball, especially football season.
With my prehensile tail, I could snatch up your hat. Find me in Night Hunters, I’m the _________________.
MY SECRET: “Our bodies naturally smell like ___________________________________!”
Solve this secret by completing the math problems below. Then take each answer and match it up with a
letter in the alphabet (A=1, etc) to reveal the answer.
8x2=
3x5=
8+8=
9÷3=
30 ÷ 2 =
2x9=
7x2=
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